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Money: the Silent Killer



"I know of branches in the west of 
Ireland where the ratio of local deposits 

to local loans would be 6:1, but that 
would be extreme" [a] retired bank 

manager told me. "Four to one would be 
quite usual ..…”

From Chapter 4 of Short Circuit by 
Richard Douthwaite, “Banking on 

Ourselves”, 1998



“The great paradox galloped 
onward: the spread of blight and 
abandonment in one city, the spread 
of congestion and exclusion in 
another only an hour away. One city 
rushing to demolish three-storey row 
houses that would cost $1m in the 
other down the road.”



Doughnut 
Economy 

doughnuteconomics.org



What does the 
doughnut need?

Among other things, 
it needs fair green money. 
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Source: https://www.exploratorium.edu/cycling/humanpower1.html

Sophisticated energy efficient technology: community banking and cycling

https://www.exploratorium.edu/cycling/humanpower1.html
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“community-based mutual credit systems…. are consistent with biological design 
principles in all the ways [conventional] bank credit is not. They are bottom-up, locally 
attuned and adapted, decentralized, diverse, self-organized, iterative and modular – 
 in short, everything we dream of from a biological design perspective.  Perhaps most 
important, these systems are not premised on quantitative expansion; instead, we 
could say they are premised on qualitative expansion, with quantitative stability over 
time.”

Jamie Brown-Hansen, biomimicry.org

Community banking as biomimicry







Bailey Park, then and now: a 1940s vision of progress



How will wealth redistribution play out in the energy transition? 



Thank you! 
caroline.whyte@feasta.org 

http://www.feasta.org
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